esum e. On construit une suite normale de Markov dont la discr epance est O(N ?1=2 log 2 N ), am eliorant en cela un r esultat donnant l'estimation O(e ?c(log N) 1=2 ).
obtained by successively concatenating all the natural numbers. Let P = (p i;j ) 0 i;j q?1 be an irreducible Markov transition matrix, (p i ) 0 i q?1 the stationary probability vector of P and its probability measure.
2] and in Bertrand- Mathis 3] . In 4] Chentsov gave the construction of Markov normal numbers using completely uniformly distributed sequences (for the de nition, see 5] ) and the standard method of modelling Markov chains. In 6] Shahov proposed using a normal periodic systems of digits (for the de nition, see 5]) to construct Markov normal numbers. In 7] he obtained the estimate of discrepancy of the sequence f q n g N n=1 to be O(e ?c(logN) 1=2 ). In this article we construct a Markov normal sequence with the discrepancy of sequence f q n g N n=1 equal to O(N ?1=2 log 2 N).
Let (x n ) n 1 be a sequence of real numbers, -measure on 0; 1). The quantity D( ; N) = sup 
is called the discrepancy of (x n ) N n=1 :
The sequence (fx n g) n 1 is said to be ?distributed in 0; 1) if D( ; N) ! 0.
Let the measure be such that ( n ; n + 1=q n )) = p c1 p c1c2 :::p cn?1cn ; n = :c 1 :::c n ; n = 1; 2; :::;
where c k 2 f0; 1; ::q ? 1g; k = 1; 2; ::: . Let a Markov chain have d cyclic class C 1 ; :::; C d . We enumerate the states e 1 ; :::; e q of the Markov chain in such a way, that if e i 2 C m ; e j 2 C n and i > j, then m n. Here matrix P has d 2 blocks (P i;j ) 0 i;j d?1 , where P i;j = 0 except for P 1;2 ; P 2;3 ; P d?1;d ; P d;1 . Matrix P d has a block-diagonal structure. Let P 1 ; :::; P d be the block diagonal of matrix P d . There exists a number k 0 such that all the elements of matrices P k0 i (i = 1; :::; d) are greater than zero 9, ch. 4]. Let be the minimal element of these matrices, and p (k) ij the ij element of matrix P k ; k = 1; 2; :::.
It is known that if and only if is
It is evident that = min i;j p (dk0) ij ;
where we choose minimum values for i; j so that e i ; e j are included in the same cyclic class.
Let f(j) be the number of cyclic class states e j (e j 2 C f(j) ; j = 0; :::; q? 1).
On the discrepancy of Markov-normal sequences 415 According to 9, ch.4] we obtain jp (kd+f(j)?f(i)) ij ? dp j j (1 ? 2 ) ?1+k=k0 ; (4) 
We have, from the irreduciblity of matrix P, that p < 1 and A n ! 1:
We use matrices P n = (p ij (n)) 0 i;j q?1 with the rational elements p ij (n) = v ij (n)=A n ;
and we choose v ij (n) as follows: Let i be xed and p ij0 be greater than zero. Then we denote v ij (n) = A n p ij ]; if j 6 = j 0 ; and v ij0 (n) = A n ?
It is evident that
p ij (n) = 1; jv ij (n) ? A n p ij j q; i; j = 0; :::; q ? 1; n = 1; 2; :::
If k 1 is su ciently large, then using (3) and (6)- (8), we obtain min ij p (dk0) ij (n) =2; n > k 1 ;
where we choose minimum values for i; j so that e i ; e j belong to the same cyclic class.
It is evident that P n (n > k 1 ) is an irreducible matrix with a d-cyclic class.
Applying (3), (4) and (9) we obtain jp (kd+f(j)?f(i)) ij (n) ? dp j (n)j (1 ? ) ?1+k=k0 ; k = 1; 2; ::: (10) p (kd+f(j)?f(i)+l) ij (n) = 0; l = 1; 2; :::; d ? 1; i; j = 0; :::; q ? 1; where n > k 1 , and (p j (n)) j<q is the stationary probability vector of P n .
According to 7, 10] there exist integers v 0 (n); :::
v j (n)p ji (n) = v i (n); jp i ? v i (n)=L n j < B=A n ; (i = 0; :::q ? 1):
If k 1 is su ciently large, then applying (5)- (8) and (11), we obtain max i;j (p i (n); p ij (n))) (p + 1)=2 < 1; n > k 1 ; 
where the O-constant depends only on P.
Proof. It follows from (2), (5) and (6) 
We apply (2), (14) and obtain 0; n ) = n 0; n ) + (5), (7), (8), (11) 
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On the basis of (5), (7), (8) and (11) 
We choose the numbers a i as follows: 
R ; ) ( n ; ; M) = #fn 2 1; M] j f q n g < g ? M n ; );
E n (! n ) = max 1 M A2n max n jR 0; n) ( n ; n (! n ); M)j;
We choose ! n (and consequently n (! n )) such that E n (! n ) = E n :
(28) Lemma We apply (31) and obtain jR ( ; r ; M)j jR r ( ; r ; M)j+jR r+1=q r ( ; r ; M)j+M(j 0; )? 0; r )j +j 0; ) ? 0; r + 1=q r )j):
On the basis of (26) 
From (39) and (40) we give the assertion of the lemma. 
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Applying (13), (10), we obtain y = de 2 i mz 1
where j 1 j < 1; z 1 = f(j) ? f(i).
Substituting this formula into (41), we obtain according to (13) Hence and from (42-44) the assertion of the lemma follows.
We consider further that a i ; i = 1; 2; ::: is the sign of the number n (! n ):
It follows from (25), that R 0; n) ( n ; n ; M) = 
we obtain that jR 0; n) ( n ; n ; M)j It is evident that jR 0; n) ( n ; n ; M)j 
According to Lemma 8, (12) and (14) 
